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Vocabulary Support 
Book 1 Module 1 
 

Unit 1 

football pitch (n.) p.4 
(a marked out area of ground on which football is played) (足球場) 

laboratory (n.) p.4 
(a special room or building in which a scientist does tests or prepares substances) (合唱團) 

choir (n.) p.4 

introduce (v.) p.5 
(to tell someone another person's name the first time that they meet) (介紹) 

quiz (n.) p.6 

freckle (n.) p.8 
(small brown spots on someone's skin, especially on their face) (雀斑) 

eyebrow (n.) p.8 
(the line of hair above your eye) (眼眉毛) 

ponytail (n.) p.8 

mole (n.) p.8 

curly (adj.) p.8 
(curved, not straight in shape) (鬈曲的) 

pimple (n.) p.8 
(a small raised red spot on your skin, especially on your face) (青春痘) 

deadline (n.) p.10 

election (n.) p.11 
(a time when people vote in order to choose someone for a political or official job) (選舉) 

president (n.) p.11 
(the person who has the highest position in an organisation) (主席) 

announcement (n.) p.12 
(something that someone says officially) (宣佈) 

morning assembly (n.) p.12 

average (adj.) p.12 

 

Unit 2 

relative (n.) p.16 
(a member of your family) (親戚) 

nephew (n.) p.16 

sibling (n.) p.16 
(a brother or sister) (兄弟姐妹) 
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sister-in-law (n.) p.16 

brother-in-law (n.) p.16 

lawyer (n.) p.16 
(someone whose job is to give advice to people about the law and speak for them in court) (律師) 

retired (adj.) p.16 
(to describe someone who has stopped working) (退休的) 

housewife (n.) p.16 

blog (n.) p.18 

successful (adj.) p.18 

graduate (v.) p.20 
(to complete school, college or university) (畢業) 

contest (n.) p.20 
(a competition to do better than other people, usually in which prizes are given) (比賽) 

second runner-up (n.) p.20 

housing agency (n.) p.21 

 

Integrated Task 

put off (v.) p.2 

preference (n.) p.3 
(when you like something or someone more than another person or thing) (偏好) 

allow (v.) p.3 
(to make it possible for someone to do something) (容許) 

confused (adj.) p.4 
(unable to think clearly or to understand something) (困惑) 

 

Data File 

native (adj.) p.1 
(relating to or describing someone's country or place of birth) (本地的) 

debating (n.) p.2 
(a serious discussion of a subject in which many people take part) (辯論) 

hiking (n.) p.2 

extracurricular (adj.) p.3 
(describes an activity or subject that is not part of the usual school or college course) (課外的) 

 

 


